
Engineering Technologies

For high power parts requiring advanced 
thermal solutions, Plastronics is able to 
analyze the heat sink performance to 
optimize both the design and material 
selection, and then do a complete analysis of 
actual operation in the burn-in environment 
through the use of Computational Fluid 
Dynamics software.

As pad to pad spacing gets closer, tolerance simulation is 
needed to ensure a good contact is made every time on the 
device.  Plastronics performs arithmetic, six sigma, and 
monte-carlo tolerancing simulations to analyze our socket 
performance as it relates to your device.

As socket pin counts increase, stress on the socket becomes a major concern.  Plastronics has advanced FEA simulations 
that help analyze stress and deflection of mechanical components in socket designs and the ability to do large deflection, 
non-linear problems.

Every year, semiconductor companies introduce new devices with more features and greater complexity.   As a valued 
supplier of test and burn-in connectors, Plastronics continues to advance its engineering and design capabilities through 
the use of 3D CAD and Simulation technologies to ensure customers get working, reliable connectors for their next 
generation product testing.  From thermal issues on high power parts to simulating mechanical stress on the parts, 
Plastronics has advanced modeling capability to help solve your most challenging problems.

 

MECHANICAL FEA SIMULATIONS

THERMAL SIMULATIONS

TOLERANCE SIMULATIONS



Plastronics produces electrical performance data on high frequency pins to ensure it matches you applications needs.

As pad to pad spacing gets closer, tolerance simulation is needed to ensure a good contact is made every time on the device.  
Plastronics performs arithmetic, six sigma, and monte-carlo tolerancing simulations to analyze our socket performance as it 
relates to your device.

To ensure the quality and longevity of internally produced moldings, Plastronics is 
capable of analyzing plastic flow in mold cavities, knit lines, and gate locations to 
optimize our plastic part designs.

MOLD FLOW SIMULATIONS

ELECTRICAL PERFORMANCE SIMULATIONS

3D MECHANICAL SIMULATIONS
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